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Denver International Airport opened in 1995 as perhaps the most hated airport in 

America. It was isolated on the prairie, miles from the middle of town. It was more 

than $2 billion over budget. Per-passenger costs ran so high Southwest 

Airlines refused to land there. And its high-tech baggage system didn’t work, a 

lemon that became a national joke. 

But recent years have brought remarkable change, and Denver International has 

grown into one of the most convenient and competitive airports in the world, 

winning the top spot in the first-ever Wall Street Journal U.S. Airport Rankings. 
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Denver has plans to expand the space inside Jeppesen devoted to TSA lines. Time through security was 

one area where the airport scored poorly. PHOTO: GEORGE ROSE/GETTY IMAGES 

 

Denver management worked to reduce costs to lure more airline service, which 

itself would lower fares and bring in more passengers, enabling the airport to grow. 

When it opened, airlines had to pay the airport $16 a passenger. This year, the 

charge will be below $11 a passenger, airport CEO Kim Day says. 

Southwest returned to Denver in 2006 and has become the second-biggest carrier 

there behind United, which runs an international hub. Frontier Airlines, based in 

Denver, adds low-fare service. The airport says about half its traffic is business 

travel and half vacationers—ideal balance for an airport. Only 35% of passengers 

make connections in Denver—65% start or end their trip there. 

But running an airport is more than just providing gates and terminals for airlines. 

Passengers spend hours there and want good accommodations. That means enticing 

food options, comfortable amenities, conveniences like good Wi-Fi, plentiful 

electrical charging stations, attractive nearby hotels and even entertainment. 

Instead of comparing itself with other U.S. airports, Denver started comparing itself 

with some of the world’s leading airports—Tokyo’s Narita, Zurich, Seoul’s Incheon 

and others. And it started stealing some of their ideas. 

Seven years ago, Denver’s airport management shifted its approach from focusing 

on airlines to focusing on the passenger experience. “It has been the No. 1 thing we 

talk about, the No. 1 thing we fund,” Ms. Day says. 

That meant investing several million dollars in a faster Wi-Fi system, adding 10,000 

electrical charging outlets at seats, recruiting stores and restaurants, establishing 

rooms for nursing mothers and speeding up TSA checkpoints any way possible. 

“A happy passenger spends more money,” Ms. Day says. Per-passenger spending 

grew to $12.37 in 2017 from $10.82 in 2013. The added revenue reduces charges to 

airlines, making it more attractive for carriers to fly to Denver. 



Denver now has convenient light-rail that’s 37 minutes to downtown and an on-site 

luxury Westin hotel. The airport built a public plaza modeled after Munich’s airport 

that has a free pop-up skating rink in the winter and a free 18-hole minigolf course 

in the summer. (Complimentary skate and putter rentals are available.) 

There’s more work to do, says Ms. Day, who took over in Denver 10 years ago. The 

airport recently began a three-year rehab of its main building. The project will 

shrink check-in areas and expand stores and restaurants. It also will relocate the 

main TSA checkpoint, which is often now seen as a logjam, to larger space on a new 

floor. 

In wait-time data from TSA used in the WSJ rankings, Denver ranked 18th out of the 

20 airports, with an average wait of over 8 minutes. Atlanta and Newark were the 

only airports with longer average screening waits. 

Denver has improvements to make on the operations side, especially with winter-

storm problems. The biggest factor in flight delays at Denver is deicing. The airport 

recently added deicing facilities and changed the way aircraft queue for deicing, but 

hasn’t solved the problem. “That’s the biggest thing for us to tackle this year. We still 

have a long way to go,” Ms. Day says. 

One other big challenge: 84 restrooms to renovate over the next four years. The 

airport is building mock-ups and letting passengers vote. 

 



 



 


